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This document contains all of the relevant information for the ice auroch, a mysterious ur-bovine of
the far north. The creature was spawned on the DCC RPG Rocks! Facebook group (link to the group
here), with the excellent assistance of bygrinstow (you can check out more of his work here), Ingnan
Wei, and the rest of the usual suspects.

Ice Auroch
“They walk the floes, never stop.
They are cold meat, blood of ice.
They die, we eat.
Always less, herds never grow.”
- Geskarr, northern barbarian
Description: On the frozen plateaus of the far north, where winter is forever and the landscape shifts
yearly as the ice floes crawl, there exists a peculiar breed of ur-bovine. Civilized scholars debate the
existence of the ice aurochs, while barbarians of the freezing north know them to be a necessary source
of sustenance during the never-ending cold.
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Ice aurochs are a magical offshoot of the common bison. Touched by some eldritch will, they march
endlessly through the frozen wastes. Their numbers dwindle every year, as they never graze or
reproduce.
The northern tribes say that the ice auroch only eats the wind, only drinks the cold. The aurochs’ routes
are mysterious and unpredictable, but more knowledgeable mages speculate that their willful march
along unseen paths upholds some forgotten ritual, and that their strange hardiness against the cold is
simply a side effect of some spell cast upon their kind by a tribal mage in the forgotten past. Should
they stop or die out the spell would cease or be released.
Ecology and environment: Ice aurochs are usually found in the cold endless blizzard of the deadly
north. They never graze, and the herd always keeps on the path set for them by strange, ancient rituals.
Rarely, these paths lead them to the warm lowlands, where they perish in mounds of suffering flesh:
their life is only sustained by the cold of the north.
Ice aurochs are encountered in herds of 1d30, divided into 1d5-1 uneven groups walking within
1d10x30’ (30’ = ~10 m) of each other. Should prospective hunters stalk the herd, Judges must randomize
the group size and marching order. Ice aurochs are not aggressive, but the herd will defend any attacked
member with vicious invective (gaining bonuses to their statistics).
Statistics: Init: -5 or +5 if angered; Atk: charge +12 melee (increased MV, 2d6+4; requires straight line to
target), gore +6 melee (1d6+2), or frost snort +6 ranged (30’, see below); AC: 16; HD: 6d6+4; MV: 20’ or 60’
while charging; Act: 1d20+1d14; SP: ice armour (spend one action die to increase AC by +3), frost snort
(target’s actions -1d for 1 turn due to frost); Saves: Fort +10 (double vs. cold), Ref +0, Will +6; AL: N.
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